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LAN (4 r 2) aBt-7222
Renovations, Inc

This Peters Township bathroom remodel was designed to accomplish the owner's specific goals for the space. The

O'Neils wanted to eliminate their seldom used soaking tub and increase the size of the shower, They also wanted to
add an additional sink and improve storage space while relocating the toilet to a more private corner. Chris

Clark, the sales manager and designer responsible for this project, was able to accommodate everything on the

customer's wish list. Kohler plumbing products and custom built cabinetry were combined with beautiful floor and wall

tile to create a master bath retreat with ample storage, improved traffic flow, and fantastic visual appeal.

The radiant floor heating helps to keep the room comfortable in the cooler months and the addition of dimmable task
lighting provides the option of adjusting the intensity to your preference. The combination of a larger vanity, linen

cabinet, and opposing hidden mirrored medicine cabinets creates abundant storage. Dual Nutone fans placed on timers
insure the air remains fresh and humidity free.
A metal listello running the perimeter of the shower coordinates perfectly with the brushed nickel fixtures and the grey

tone tile provides an appealing contrast to the white Kohler Devonshire shower base and toilet. A Fluence clear glass

bypass shower door provides necessary water control while maintaining a spacious atmosphere.
The Corian vanity top with integral under mount bowls creates contrast against the darker wood vanity base. For this
project, Clark Renovations made special accommodations for their customer who wanted to incorporate cabinetry hand

built by the owner's father into the design.
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If you're considering a bathroom remodel in your future, visit their showroom to become inspired. Expert designers,
craftsmen, trades partners, and suppliers will keep your project on track and on budget. Backed by an industry leading
5 year warranty, you can rest assured your project will last the test of time. For more information about Clark

Renovations Inc. call (472) 833-7222 or visit them online at www.clarkremodeling.com.
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